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Choi, Chee Hyeon  

Five Is Better Than One: Strategies for Utilizing Multiple Keyboard Skill Activities 

Considered to be one of the most important skills for musicians, group piano courses are offered 

in most college music programs. The content typically includes a variety of functional keyboard 

skills that meet the requirements of National Association of School of Music, such as 

harmonization, transposition, technique, ensemble, repertoires, improvisation, and 

accompanying. However, due to limited class time, students’ insufficient preparation, and 

differences in students’ proficiency levels, teachers often find it difficult to cover all of the 

functional skills to guide the students to become well-rounded musicians. As a result, the 

learning process is slow, and students experience difficulty in correlating necessary techniques. 

To overcome those obstacles, this demonstration offers a solution in five sequential steps to 

effectively teach five different functional keyboard skills.  

 

The demonstration focuses on fluency in a particular key system and its application to other 

keys. This technique enables students to better perform notes with different numbers of sharps 

and flats, which frequently challenges students. This demonstration will provide video clips of 

keyboard lab teaching, whose objective is to enhance students’ understanding and to create an 

effective learning process through collaboration by following these steps:  

 

Step 1: Learning scales and primary (may include secondary) chord progressions.  

Step 2: Introducing accompaniment patterns. 

Step 3: Individual practice time of scales & variation and including accompaniments. 

Step 4: Improvising melodies and accompanying in an ensemble format. 

Step 5: Sharing improvisations with the class. 

 

Clifton, Keith 

Monsieur Sans-Souci: Poulenc’s Songs for Children 

Humperdinck’s Hänsel und Gretel and Ravel’s L’enfant et les sortiléges provide just two 

examples of music for or about children. Francis Poulenc did not explore this genre until 1933 

with Villageoises, six "piéces enfantines" for piano. The following year, he set poetry by Jaboune 

as Quatre chansons pour enfants. Described by Keith W. Daniel as "charming, but 

insignificant," the set has received scant attention. 

 

Even with its broad use of farce--including the "sad story" of a boy with serious behavior issues--

the set encompasses more than superficial appeal. Written just prior to several of his greatest 

mélodies, the songs highlight Poulenc’s absorption of Chabrier and Satie’s wit while providing a 

foundation for his later juvenile music, including the final song cycle La courte paille (1960). 

 

At the same time, the set exemplifies a French ideology advocating for family stability, decorum, 

and the use of the arts to instruct children in their proper roles as future citizens. Viewed through 

this lens, Quatre chansons contains lessons with more significance than its surface may seem to 



convey. And while the songs are likely to appeal to young listeners, the music is challenging for 

beginning and advanced singers alike. 

 

My lecture-recital considers the set from several angles, including Jaboune’s whimsical texts, his 

friendship with the composer, and allusions to popular styles. The presentation will feature 

selections from the set and related works by Poulenc, demonstrating why these overlooked songs 

deserve more frequent appearances in the studio and on the recital stage. 

 

Cordoba, Derick 

The Intersection of Avant-Garde Jazz and Sacred Music in the 1960s 

The 1960s and 1970s saw an explosion of interest in jazz within religious institutions. Major jazz 

figures like Duke Ellington, Mary Lou Williams, John Coltrane and Dave Brubeck composed 

sacred and liturgical works during this era. There were also less prominent figures like Edgar E. 

Summerlin who were continually pushing the boundaries of liturgical jazz. His connection to the 

avant-garde allowed him to experiment with incorporating modern jazz and classical 

compositional and improvisational techniques into the context of liturgical jazz. In this paper, I 

explore the evolution of avant-garde liturgical jazz. Working from recordings, historical 

accounts, interviews and the jazz literature, I discuss the rise of the avant-garde jazz as a 

legitimate music for worship and the controversies surrounding it. 

 

Cotrell, Robert 

The Social Implications of Franz Liszt’s Patronage 

Franz Liszt became famous as a concert pianist in the early 1800s. Through his near-constant 

performance schedule, he amassed a large amount of money and developed numerous contacts 

throughout Europe, Russia, and the Near East. In 1845, Liszt was an integral part of the first 

Beethoven Festival after Ludwig van Beethoven’s death. Liszt, quite unexpectedly, ceased public 

piano performances in 1848 to focus solely on conducting and composition. He consciously 

settled in Weimar, Germany, which was small and conservative, to further those goals. Using his 

contacts and reputation, Franz Liszt was able to premiere the works of many composers, such as 

Richard Wagner’s Lohengrin and Camille Saint-Saëns’ Samson et Dalila. While Liszt is famous 

for developing the modern recital and the symphonic poem, he is not recognized for his role in 

aiding his musical colleagues. This paper works to detail Franz Liszt’s personal relationships 

with some of his peers, in which he played a major role in aiding and disseminating their musical 

efforts.  

 

Crawford, Elizabeth 

21st Century American Music for Solo E-flat Clarinet 

Yellow Ribbons #43 (2007) Max Lifchitz 

Stardust (2014) Jenni Brandon 

In the past several years my research has focused on locating and performing unknown music for 

the E-flat clarinet, one of the smallest members of the clarinet family. Upon returning from my 

sabbatical in the United Kingdom in May 2015, I was contacted by Max Lifchitz, Professor of 

Composition at the University of Albany, New York. Professor Lifchitz learned of my interest in 

E- flat clarinet from Ian Mitchell, who was the subject of my interview for The Clarinet, the 

journal of the International Clarinet Association. Professor Lifchitz sent me a copy of his 

composition, Yellow Ribbons #43, which he composed for solo E-flat clarinet. One of a series of 



compositions titled Yellow Ribbons, the composition pays homage to the Americans who were 

held hostage in Iran in the 1970s and 80s. As I remember this horrible event in our nation’s 

history, I believe Yellow Ribbons #43 aptly expresses the anxiety and struggles of our country at 

the time. 

 

In addition to Yellow Ribbons #43, the performance will also include my 2014 commission by 

Jenni Brandon, titled Stardust, a four movement work based on popular songs of the 1930s and 

40s. The title comes from Indiana native Hoagy Carmichael’s song of the same name.  

 

Denenburg, Margarita 

Online Website Portfolio 

Creating an undergraduate portfolio can help our students centralize their professional 

activities. The overbearing task of completing a resume at the last semester/year of the 

undergraduate degree can be an overwhelming process. If documented over time in small steps, 

it can result in a better quality resume. My experience proved that an online portfolio has an 

important impact on the development of my students as well as prepares them for their 

professional future. When graduating, students have a documented online space with all their 

achievements as well as a website that is fully functional and is ready to be presented to the 

public. In my piano studio, every student has a website that they update on a regular basis. 

During the first few weeks of school, each freshman undergoes training on how to use an online 

platform. In this presentation I would like to share how to create an online portfolio using 

website as a primary resource. I will explain how to build a website from scratch without any 

prior necessary knowledge and what to include in it. I will also showcase examples of my 

students’ portfolios that were created in my class. 

 

Evans, James 

Forward Momentum and Metrical Dissonance in Amy Beach’s Piano Music 
Much of Amy Beach’s music tends to fit a conventional metrical and rhythmic paradigm. A 

piece notated in simple triple meter, for example, maintains throughout a cycle of three pulses, 

each divisible by two. However, there are instances in her not inconsiderable piano music that 

deviate from this straightforward approach to meter, creating an interplay of metrical tension and 

stability that complements her mastery of tonal structure. These disruptions of standard metrical 

schema are examples of the metrical dissonance Harald Krebs identified in the music of Robert 

Schumann and which is also present in the works of Beethoven, Brahms, and myriad other 

composers. 

 

In Amy Beach’s piano music, grouping dissonance and displacement dissonance are typically 

isolated musical events, bounded on one or both sides by extended metrically consonant 

passages. Metrical dissonance seems to appear primarily as a destabilizing force that prepares 

some change, such as the introduction of new thematic material, or other significant event within 

the piece, such as a cadence. The metrical dissonance itself can be fairly minor, utilizing only 

one type of dissonance in a single layer, or very significant, combining types of dissonance in 

multiple layers and interacting with a similarly disrupted harmonic landscape. This paper will 

examine the specific ways in which distinct metrically dissonant passages of varying intensity in 

a few representative piano compositions interact with the surrounding music and ready the 

listener for various changes and events. 



 

Francis, David Ward 

Liszt: An Intertextual Analysis of Orpheus (1854) Through the Intentionality of His 

Symphonic Distinctions 

The experimental music of Franz Liszt typically evades the obvious or optimal use of any 

particular analytical framework. This is especially true in the case of the blurred boundaries of 

the rarely studied symphonic poems existing in the space between symphonies and programmatic 

tone poems. Analyzing Orpheus, Symphonic Poem No. 4, through its themes and key 

relationships shows a sonata form with introduction and coda—a seemingly typical symphonic 

form. Coining the term “symphonische Dichtungen” and settling in Weimar as Goethe’s heir 

apparent, however, expresses the intentionality with which Liszt undertook his symphonic works 

and separated symphonic poems from symphonies. Analyzing the symphonic poems without 

their programmatic origins as structural impetus removes their literary, intertextual essences, and 

leads to an interpretation of them as having little distinction from their purely symphonic peers 

that, while addressing literary subjects, do not draw structural impetus from their references. 

Through uncovering the perception of the Orpheus myth of the nineteenth century and vestiges 

of Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice and Berlioz’s La Mort d’Orphée, the mythical founder of art is 

revealed in a natural setting, singing and playing his lyre to the creatures and environment 

around him. Despite his tranquil appearance, however, his song and psyche bear the scars of his 

tragic past. This alternative narrative, intertextual framework substantiates the allusions Liszt 

makes to the Orpheus mythos and to the character’s psychological state relating to the sonata 

structure, respecting the boundary between genres and establishing this framework as optimal for 

further exploration of the symphonic poems. 

 

Hatmaker, J. 

Lightning Talk: Circle of Fifths Magic 

Everyone loves magic, and we music theory instructors love for our students to learn and absorb 

music fundamentals. A great way to combine them is through the magic of the circle of fifths. 

This five-minute odyssey demonstrates how the circle of fifths is more than just a tool for finding 

keys. It can spell any sort of scale in any key. Attendees will be given a ‘slide rule’ that allows 

them to do this. We’ll see how to spell triads easily from the circle of fifths by grouping them 

into three types, using animal models (none injured during the making of this PowerPoint.) 

Finally (and most compellingly) interval qualities can be determined using the circle of fifths. 

This is one of the most difficult activities for students to assimilate in early music theory classes, 

and a procedure using the circle of fifths will simplify the process. The PowerPoint slides will 

manipulate strings of notes in letter names (and other supporting still and animated slides) to 

present easy-to-follow methods that can be shared with students. Reflect on this: an innovative 

approach to teaching how the circle of fifths generates scales, triads and intervals. Plus everyone 

walks away with a slide-rule toy?! Let’s celebrate! 

 

Hood, Errik 

Do not Forget Me Quite: A Lecture Recital Concerning the Performance and Teaching of 

the Art Songs of Ivor Gurney 
While there has been growing academic interest in Ivor Gurney in the nearly 80 years since his 

death, his art songs are largely absent from the common repertoire. These songs deserve a place 

in the pantheon of commonly performed works, however with the song recital at its nadir of 



cultural relevance, it seems the only way to ensure the perpetuation of these masterpieces is to 

employ them in the applied studio. Throughout this lecture recital, several of Gurney’s songs will 

be performed and discussed in regards to their potential use in academic vocal study, with the 

goal of familiarizing more voice teachers with not only the musical worth, but pedagogical merit, 

of these pieces. Understanding who Ivor Gurney was, comprehending his struggles with mental 

health, social norms, and the moral implications of war, is essential to fully grasping his import 

as a composer and the poignancy of his works even today. As a result, the songs performed and 

discussed will be organized within a brief narrative of his life, assigning songs to each significant 

segment of his life according to their musical style, time of composition, or the imagery invoked 

by the poetry set by Gurney himself. In this way, we can view these wonderful songs not only in 

the context of their impact upon future generations of singers, but also in relation to the brief and 

tortured life of this under-appreciated composer. 

 

Hood, Errik: Lightning Talk 

IMPROVe Your Teaching: How the Lessons of Long Form Improvisational Comedy Made 

Me a Better Voice Teacher 

Many of us have gone to unwind for the evening by attending an Improv Comedy show. I was 

originally roped into taking improv classes against my will, but within a year I found myself 

performing and even teaching classes at the local theatre. I was surprised to find that the lessons I 

was teaching in these comedy classes were popping up repeatedly in my voice lessons as an 

adjunct instructor. The concepts of establishing a ‘Baseline Reality’ (the who/what/where of the 

scene), using the tactic of ‘Yes, And...’ as a means of agreeing and adding information, and 

identifying and furthering the ‘Game’ of the scene (by asking myself ‘if that’s true, what else is 

true’) were helpful in building a less critical and more encouraging teaching method. I found 

myself ‘watering the seeds’ of what already working for a student, and rather than imposing 

correction upon techniques that weren’t helpful, simply neglecting them the water and sunlight 

they needed to grow discouraged these habits and in many situations, they disappeared entirely. 

The listening required for improvisational performances tuned my ears not only to the things 

being sung by my students, but also to the things they said--about their backgrounds, their 

practice habits, and the sensations they experienced while singing. By sharing these concepts in 

the context of improv and how I’ve implemented them in my teaching, I hope to encourage other 

teachers of all disciplines to investigate the benefits improv training can have in the classroom 

and applied studio.  

 

Hoose, Shane 

Gennett Records: A Case Study of Early Recording Techniques 
Based in rural Richmond, Indiana, Gennett Records was one of many successful recording 

studios that flourished during the period following World War I. Established in 1917 as a 

subsidiary of the Starr Piano Company, Gennett was among the earliest independent labels to 

record America’s indigenous music genres: jazz, blues, and country music. Gennett’s improbable 

1921 victory against the Victor Talking Machine Company in a patent infringement lawsuit 

allowed the widespread industry adoption of lateral-cut recording methods and the subsequent 

proliferation of numerous record labels that were crucial to the development of America’s 

musical grassroots. 

 



The Gennett studio was a rudimentary facility active during a period of litigation and technical 

transition. Operating in relative secrecy, Gennett’s engineers confronted changing social and 

economic contexts, emerging technologies, and an eventual overhaul of the existing acoustic 

recording methods with the studio’s 1927 adoption of electrical recording technology. By 

offering artists greater freedom for musical expression than competitors, the limited means of the 

Gennett studio imparted a raw quality to its recordings that set artists as diverse as Jelly Roll 

Morton, Louis Armstrong, Bix Beiderbecke, Hoagy Carmichael, and Gene Autry on their way to 

musical immortality. 

 

While Gennett Records is an important footnote in early recording history, a detailed account of 

the company’s recording procedures has never been undertaken. This paper will analyze the 

equipment, process, and recording techniques that shaped Gennett’s recordings. I will provide a 

detailed account of the technical operations of the Gennett studio and its role in furthering 

America’s recorded heritage. 

 

Janecek, Rock 

Martinu’s Julietta Chord: A Treasure Hunt 

Bohuslav Martinu (1890-1959) was a prolific Czech composer who lived in Paris from 1923 

until 1941, when he then left to the United States. A hallmark of his compositional style is the 

use of his so-called "Julietta Chord." Perhaps borrowed from Janacek, this dominant seventh 

chord (with an added 13th) can be found in Martinu’s symphonic compositions and in many of 

his works that appear after his opera "Julietta." This paper will define the "Julietta Chord" and 

describe its origins by identifying its original usage in Janacek’s "Taras Bulba." Differences in 

style between Janacek and Martinu will be discussed. Further, Martinu’s Opera "Julietta" will 

take into account the beginning of Martinu’s use of the chord, and his affection for "Julietta" 

throughout the remainder of his life will present opportunities to discuss the potential for music 

as autobiography. Dominant chords containing an added sixth in 20th-century popular American 

art songs will then be juxtaposed against Martinu’s usage, and the paper will explore the manner 

in which Martinu’s use of the chord creates his signature sound. Finally, the chord will be 

discussed in the context of Martinu’s post-Julietta works, to explore its harmonic construction 

and to determine the possibility of secondary functionality or other novel use within Martinu’s 

compositions. The paper will draw musical sources primarily from Martinu’s Symphonies and 

from his Opera "Julietta." 

 

Jang, Jae 

Korean Traditional Vocal Techniques and Contemporary Music Writing 

Korean traditional vocal music requires particular vocal techniques very different from western 

vocal techniques. Sijo-Chang, a Korean traditional vocal genre that uses a unique set-verse 

(fixed-form) poem, Sijo, is a good example of a genre that contains unique vocal techniques. 

 

In my lecture, I would like to focus on the vocal techniques found in Sijo-Chang, and how they 

become materials of contemporary composition using two examples of my compositions - “Seon 

III for Flute Solo” and “Bird, Bird Bluebird for Violin Solo”. 

 

Here are seven vocal techniques that I would like to explain: 



Vibrato (Nong), Natural Voice, Pressed Voice, Shifting Tone Color, Cut Voice, Grace, and 

Microtone. 

 

I will use a recorded original Sijo-Chang singing and demonstrate the vocal techniques one by 

one by myself. To demonstrate how I translated those techniques into contemporary writing, I 

will use recorded examples of my compositions with the scores and provide an explanation. 

 

Sijo and Sijo-Chang have recently been widely introduced to western society by musicians and 

scholars. Gagok, another type of Sijo-chang, which contains the same vocal technique of Sijo-

chang was registered as Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity of UNESCO in 2010. 

 

Johnson, Kyle 

Science-Art/Art-Science: Representations and Dichotomies within Messiaen’s Catalogue 

d’Oiseaux 
The present-day popularity of composers like John Luther Adams suggests a societal interest in 

contemporary depictions of nature in the arts. For musicians and composers, the idea of 

“ecological music” raises the question of what, exactly, is translated from nature to the 

manuscript page. Olivier Messiaen’s Catalogue d’Oiseaux sits on the boundaries of multiple 

philosophical dichotomies within this translation-creation process: abstract/absolute, 

representational/literal, science/art. Specifically, the Catalogue expands the dimensions of 

program music; instead of narrative, Messiaen offers juxtaposed snapshots; instead of character 

pieces (as Ravel’s Oiseaux tristes), he offers literal names of over 80 depicted birds within the 

score; instead of a development of themes, he offers momentary splices of nature observed. 

These dichotomies, which affect the interpretation of his work, will be discussed, alongside the 

performance of two pieces from the Catalogue: “Le Chocard des Alpes” and “Le Courlis 

Cendre” (these represent the first and last works in the set). In addition, recounts of ideas that 

were raised during the presenter’s studies with international pianist and Messiaen-specialist, 

Pierre-Laurent Aimard, will be addressed.  

 

Kunze, Carys Elisabeth 

Wisdom’s Voice: Transcribing Shaker Music for Modern Performance 

The Shakers, an American religious utopian society that flourished for much of the nineteenth 

century, created an extensive body of songs and hymns for their worship. Many of these songs 

fell out of use as Shaker villages dwindled and disappeared throughout the twentieth century, and 

most are preserved only in handwritten hymnals that were kept by individuals within each 

community.  

Rather than using any conventional notation system to record their monophonic vocal music, the 

Shakers invented their own unique letteral (alphabetic) notation system. To make Shaker music 

accessible for contemporary audiences, each song must be transcribed into modern notation, 

which is accomplished with the support of the Shakers’ own theory texts and teaching tools.  

This lecture-recital will feature songs composed at the Shaker Village of Pleasant Hill in 

Kentucky. Each song has been transcribed by the presenter from the handwritten hymnals from 

the Village, which are now held in the historic site’s archives. Images of original hymnal pages 

will be shown for each piece performed. An introduction to Shaker notation and theory and the 

process of transcription will be discussed, along with implications for modern performance.  



 

Landa, Hector 

Hidden Gems of the 20th Century Piano Repertoire by Mexican Composers 

Concert pianists who include pieces by Mexican composers in their solo recitals have a tendency 

to select their repertoire from a very small group of composers. Household names such as 

Manuel M. Ponce and Ricardo Castro have been and continue to be performed and recorded 

frequently. This phenomenon overshadowed the output of composers who for different reasons 

did not become mainstream. The purpose of this lecture-recital is to present three pieces written 

by lesser known Mexican composers along with a brief historical context and performance 

considerations. The program consists of pieces written by Isaías Noriega de la Vega, Samuel 

Zyman, and Alfonso de Elías.  

 

Lee-Clark, Solee 

Stretching Exercises for Pianists 

The commitment to musicians’ health and wellness is a significant topic to music educators. 

Among many fields of music, especially pianists, long hours of repetitive practice can cause 

injuries. Proper stretching exercises can loosen tight muscles and relax overused body parts; 

eventually this practice will help the performer to achieve lifelong success as a healthy musician. 

The proposed demonstration is mainly designed for pianists in an actual practice room setting. 

Different types of stretching exercises will be presented using a piano bench, a piano, a corner of 

the room, and a door. Workouts for hands; arms; neck and shoulders; and upper and lower back 

will be demonstrated. Helpful devices such as the massage stick, massage roller, tennis ball, and 

hand roller will also be introduced. 

 

All exercises are derived from established yoga, kinesiology, and chiropractic techniques. All 

stretching exercises are suggested to be incorporated before practice (warm up), between practice 

sessions (during breaks), and after practice. The commitment to healthy practice is a must for all 

musicians. 

 

Lin, Wei Chen 

Approachable Contemporary Piano Repertoire! A Study of Selected Piano Works by Two 

Living Composers: David Duke and Stefan Young 

This lecture recital is to introduce piano compositions by two living composers: David Duke and 

Stefan Young. The repertoire chosen includes: Preludes (1980s), Postcards (1980s), and 

Sonatina (1977) by David Duke; and From the Dark Woods (1991), Meditation (2002), and La 

Guitarra (1993) by Stefan Young. Both composers were born in the mid-1900s. Their music 

represents styles ranging from classical to contemporary. These pieces provide effective early 

engagement with contemporary idioms and are a viable substitute for standard works that feature 

similar twentieth-century compositional techniques and ideas. It is hoped that this presentation 

will promote pianists’ and teachers’ appreciation of contemporary music, thus fostering the 

support and development of new music. 

 

Contemporary compositional techniques will be broken down into categories: rhythm and meter, 

harmony and tonality, unusual scales, and other features. Examples to be shown include: shifting 

accent, changing meter, unmeasured score, polyrhythm, secundal harmony, quartal harmony, 



polytonality, atonality, parallelism, ostinato, octatonic scales, whole tone scales, pentatonic 

scales, blues progression, and quotation.  

 

The various levels of piano literature by Duke and Young can be generally divided into three 

main categories: elementary, intermediate, and advanced. Each of these categories may be 

further subdivided into early, middle, and late levels. The compositions presented in this 

workshop range from early elementary to early advanced levels. A handout of the level of these 

pieces will be provided for quick reference. The performance of these pieces is approximately 

15-20 minutes.  

 

McRoberts, Terry 

Il Penseroso: A Comparison of Pieces by Franz Liszt and William Sterndale Bennett 

Franz Liszt and William Sterndale Bennett both wrote piano pieces titled Il Penseroso in the 

mid-nineteenth century. Liszt, a progressive composer and cosmopolitan man, was known 

throughout Europe for his virtuoso performances and compositions. Bennett, a conservative 

composer and the leading musician in England, made his living by teaching piano. He was well 

known as a performer and composer in England and Germany, and Mendelssohn and Schumann 

thought highly of him as a composer. As one would suspect, the musical content of the pieces is 

substantially different. Both pieces were part of larger cycles. Although the Liszt piece was 

composed earlier than the Bennett work, it was published in its final form after the Bennett piece 

was published. Liszt viewed and studied the sculpture and poem with the same title by 

Michelangelo, and composed his piece as a reflection on them. However, Bennett did not travel 

to Italy.  

 

The melodic and harmonic construction, musical form, pianistic style, and non-musical 

influences of the pieces will be discussed and illustrated during this lecture recital. Brief musical 

examples will clarify the points made. A performance of both works in their entirety will 

conclude the presentation. 

 

Meidell, Katrin 

New for Clarinet and Viola 

Curiously, only a very small number of duets for clarinet and the string instruments of the violin 

family have been composed. The tonal colors the clarinet can produce blend exceptionally well 

with stringed instruments, which is why this is so surprising. A particularly pleasing blend is 

clarinet and viola, whose timbres fuse exquisitely, while maintaining their own individual 

characters. Prelude, Allegro, and Pastorale by Rebecca Clarke (1886-1979), is a work composed 

in 1941 that takes the listener into a haunting and expressive world that showcases the varied 

tonal colors of clarinet and viola. In order to increase awareness of this wonderful color 

combination, Shawn Head (b. 1993) has composed a duo that was premiered at the National 

Association of College Wind and Percussion Instructors in October 2016, and deserves wider 

recognition and further performances. Writes Head, “this duet was inspired by the great work of 

Rebecca Clarke who so elegantly wrote for both Viola and Clarinet, melding the two sounds 

together effortlessly. In my work, I mixed a little bit of her tonality with a work I wrote for Viola 

Duet titled "In Paris With You,” which was also premiered by Meidell. The work is in three 

major parts and is through composed. The beginning choral like, the second is articulate with 



cross rhythms and imitative counterpoint. The final section is melodious with virtuosic 

underpinnings.  

 

Muniz, Jennifer 

Second City? Reflecting on Piano Music of Chicago Composer Arne Oldberg in the Early 

Twentieth Century 

Although the music of the “Boston Classicists” has been extensively researched and recorded, a 

community of composers in the so-called “Second City” of Chicago at the turn of the nineteenth 

century has been largely overlooked. Informed by research conducted at the Library of Congress, 

the Newberry Library in Chicago, as well as personal interviews with descendants of the 

composer, this lecture-recital will reflect on piano music of American Romantic composer Arne 

Oldberg (1874-1962). 

 

Oldberg, a longtime professor at Northwestern University, was a talented pianist who studied 

with Theodor Leschetizky in Vienna in the 1890’s. Oldberg wrote an exceptional body of solo 

piano music; chamber music; and orchestral music that was regularly performed by the Chicago 

Symphony Orchestra. His music has fallen into obscurity. In his time, Oldberg was highly lauded 

by contemporaries such as Arthur Farwell, who published Oldberg’s music in his Wa-Wan Press, 

and called him “a giant among pygmies.”1 

 

This lecture-recital will examine how Oldberg’s music exemplifies the American Romantic style 

of the early twentieth century, and present several piano works of Oldberg, including A Legend, 

that illustrate his Brahmsian harmonies, virtuosic pianism, and dramatic lyricism. 

 

1. Letter from Arthur Farwell to Arne Oldberg, January 3, 1910. Arne Oldberg Collection, 

Library of Congress. 

 

Muniz, Jennifer: Lightning Talk 

I’m Watching You: Using Student-Made Video in Class Piano and Lessons 

Although video has long been used as a tool to observe and evaluate teaching for instructors, its 

availability and accessibility in the hands of students is relatively new. Since students can readily 

upload videos to YouTube or course management systems at the college level, using video opens 

new possibilities in the realms of assessment and reducing performance anxiety. 

 

In our piano lab, we have video stations so students can video record their hands on the keyboard 

and upload the videos directly into our course management system. In essence, my physical 

presence is not necessary for me to assess their progress. 

 

In private piano lessons, students expressed frustration with performance anxiety. Students 

submitted short videos of "performances" of the repertoire (or excerpts) during the week between 

lessons, so that they had practice playing for an audience: the camera. This frequency of feeling 

that someone was watching helped to desensitize the students to performance anxiety, and it 

allowed them to listen to their own playing in a more objective way. 

 

This lightning talk will discuss the advantages, challenges, and experience of using student-made 

video as a teaching tool at the college level, and will feature clips of videos made by students. 



 

Noh, H. Gerrey 

Developing Motivational Strategies Using Medieval and Renaissance Topics in Freshman 

Theory Classrooms 

Most undergraduate music theory curricula in the United States focus largely on tonal music 

theory. Courses usually begin with the fundamentals of the tonal system and end with 

chromaticisms before proceeding to post-tonal material. Music that predates 1750 is seldom 

explored, and consequently, students in general have only a vague idea of how music really had 

evolved before J. S. Bach. Due to what is seen by general undergraduates as the impracticality of 

Medieval and Renaissance materials and the time restriction in the curriculum, inclusion of pre-

Baroque materials seems unfeasible. 

 

However, introducing students to pre-tonal practices as a motivational strategy can bring highly 

effective pedagogical outcomes to the modern undergraduate classroom. This paper will 

demonstrate how selective engagement with pre-tonal theory enhances their understanding and 

sharpens their interest in tonal music theory. It will also discuss the ways we can incorporate 

Medieval and Renaissance topics that are directly related to basic tonal theory without 

compromising the already existing curriculum. Topics of discussion include: 

 

1) How did authentic cadences begin and evolve?  

2) How did the major/minor scales become the basis of tonal music?  

3) How did four-part, SATB style became the standard texture?  

4) Why is the interval of fourth in 4-3 suspension a dissonant while it is a consonant interval in 

the second inversion triad?  

 

Students learn most of these fundamentals as required information when they begin freshman 

theory courses. Introducing the stories behind these facts gives fresh perspectives that motivate 

students’ learning, perpetuating their curiosity about music theory. 

 

Nordstrom, Kevin 

Transformation and Distortion -- Modern Variation Technique in Ligeti’s Sonata for Solo 

Viola 

Since its completion in 1994, Gyorgy Ligeti’s Sonata for Solo Viola has become one of the few 

modern works for that instrument to enter the standard repertoire. Though fresh in sound and 

playing technique, the compositional process that Ligeti employs in many of the sonata’s six 

movements are firmly rooted in the centuries-old tradition of writing theme and variations. The 

second and third movements entitled Loop and Facsar, share the same basic structure and feature 

an innovative use of the traditional theme and variations form. Both movements follow a familiar 

outline beginning with several bars of introduction, the statement of a theme, nine variations, and 

finally a coda. Through its nine variations, the theme for Loop is subjected to constant and 

seemingly erratic rhythmic diminutions resulting in a complete transformation of the original 

material’s rhythm though not its pitches. The opposite process is employed for Facsar. In this 

movement, Ligeti recalls an old-style passacaglia with a ground bass-like theme that in every 

restatement is blurred by an increasingly complicated unfolding of harmonic distortions. This 

time, the result is closing material whose pitches are altered but whose rhythm remains intact. 

Using both visual examples and playing demonstrations, this lecture recital will explore Ligeti’s 



modern use of the traditional theme and variations form as seen in the movements Loop and 

Facsar from his Viola Sonata, as well as showing how these modern versions of the form are 

reflective of similar pieces in the same genre from the past. 

 

Qian, Hanmo 

Piano Solo Works By Female Composers Since the 20th Century 

Since the beginning of the 20th century, a growing number of women composers have made 

significant contributions to the classical music world, despite ongoing debates regarding the role 

of women as composers. Many of them produced compositions that are as sophisticated, original, 

and diverse as their male counterparts. In the performance program, the presenter carefully 

selects six influential female composers and their post-WWI solo piano works, to showcase the 

individualistic and evolving nature of the contemporary classical music in chronological order. 

Starting with Vers la vie nouvelle (4’30’’) by Nadia Boulanger in her chromatic and 

impressionistic style from the French School, the program continues to two American 

composers: Ruth Crawford showing her adventurous atonal approach in 4 Preludes, No. 8 

(2’20’’), and Amy Beach presenting her retrospective romanticism in 3 Piano Pieces, Op. 128, 

No. 1 (1’20’’). Russian composer Sofia Gubaidulina’s Chaconne (9’), fusing neo-baroque 

texture with quasi-atonality, gained her significant recognition as a post-WWII composer. Unsuk 

Chin, one of the first Asian female composers who made waves in the classical music world, 

incorporates virtuosic elements inspired by Liszt and Ligeti in her Etude No. 5 

‘Toccata’ (2’50’’). The program finishes with Australian composer Anne Boyd’s Market Garden 

and Musicians (5’50’’), a Chinese inspired composition focusing on meditation and timbre. 

Through the six short yet highly artistic pieces, these composers successfully demonstrate their 

perception of contemporary music in the past one hundred years, not only as female composers, 

but also as music ambassadors in the ever-changing modern society. 

 

Rhoden, Lori 

Transforming Elementary-Level Piano Instruction: An Integrated Approach to Developing 

Comprehensive Musicianship 

Traditional American piano teaching methods have focused primarily on music notation reading, 

technical training, and mastery of standard repertoire. Unfortunately, well-intentioned teachers 

do not always employ best practices using methodologies that provide a strong foundation of a 

comprehensive approach to music literacy. While piano method books are beginning to include 

more of these important aspects, they often comprise a limited and tangential approach rather 

than being integrated into the entire learning process.  

 

This interactive session will present an interdisciplinary, transformative approach to elementary-

level piano instruction. Building on the sound-before-sight pedagogy rooted in the ideas of 

Pestalozzi and the research of Edwin Gordon, teachers facilitate a learning sequence that 

develops a basic vocabulary of rhythm and tonal patterns and then links these syllable patterns to 

the symbols of music notation. Separate tonal and rhythm patterns are experienced first aurally, 

followed by performance of patterns at the keyboard, visualization of the patterns in notation, 

and finally understanding of the associated theoretical concepts. This approach results in students 

who sing with accuracy, read and perform music notation fluidly, transpose patterns to various 

keys, compose and improvise effortlessly, and play “by ear.” Participants will experience this 

process in a participatory session.  



 

Schreiber, Rebecca 

Literature Expressed Through Music: Musical Portrayals of Dante’s Divine Comedy 

This lecture-recital will focus on the analysis and comparison of different musical settings of 

Dante Alighieri’s Divine Comedy and will culminate with the performance of a unique 

composition depicting the beginning of Dante’s Inferno. The session will begin with a brief 

background section exploring the divergence of absolute music and program music and 

introducing the use of music to represent narratives and extra-musical ideas. The subsequent 

analysis will examine how three different composers have conveyed interpretations of the Divine 

Comedy through musical compositions. A literature review of studies on Peter Ilych 

Tchaikovsky’s Francesca da Rimini: Symphonic Fantasy After Dante and Franz Liszt’s 

compositions, Aprés une lecture du Dante: Fantasia quasi Sonata and Dante Symphony, will 

guide the comparison of stylistic and thematic techniques employed by the composers. A stylistic 

and theoretical analysis of Brett Abigaña’s Symphony No. 2- La Commedia will provide a 

contemporary counterpart to compare with the Tchaikovsky and Liszt pieces. This research and 

analysis of expressions of Dante will lead into the performance of the original piece composed 

by the presenter. The new work, For I Had Lost the Straight Path, will depict Dante’s encounter 

with the leopard, lion, she-wolf, and poet Virgil. With a duration of about five minutes, the piece 

will be performed by a woodwind quintet. The performance will be accompanied by an 

explanation of the creative process, outlining the intentions of the compositional techniques used. 

The purpose of this lecture-recital is to examine how composers portrayed Dante’s literary 

masterpiece as program music. 

 

 

  



Sulliman, Jason 

It’s About Time: A 21st-Century Cognitive Perspective on the Pedagogy of Timing 

In this presentation, I will present a brief summary of modern scientific theories regarding how 

the brain and body keep time with the latest developments in cognitive neuroscience and 

kinesiology research. I will compare these modern findings with concepts that traditionally 

shaped conventional practice techniques involving timing. The discrepancies may surprise you. I 

will then introduce some new twists on old technology- the metronome, and share tools and apps 

that can boost individual and/or group productivity with developing timing. This session is 

beneficial for applied instructors, ensemble directors, and individuals that are interested in 

improving perception of timing for themselves and/or their students and transferring timing skills 

from the practice room to the performance with greater success. 

 

Terry, Jason 

The Plagal-Amen Cadence in Western Music 

Beginning in the mid-nineteenth century, most hymns in the Anglo-American tradition ended 

with the congregation singing amen following the stanzas, almost always paired with the plagal 

cadence. Helping this tradition take root was Hymns Ancient & Modern (1861), a hymnal that 

published the "amen" cadence after each hymn. This practice was heavily adopted among other 

denominational hymnals throughout England and the United States, peaking around the turn of 

the century. By the middle of the twentieth century, a decline in the number of hymnals using 

this cadence was noticeable; however, it would take until the 1990s before the plagal-amen 

cadence all but disappeared from hymnals. Today, only one doxological hymn, "Praise God from 

whom all blessings flow" (Old Hundredth), customarily makes use of this convention.  

In this study, it is suggested that the music of Thomas Tallis, primarily in his Preces and 

Responses, led to the popularity of the plagal-amen cadence two centuries later. Tallis’s 

immediate influence was felt among his contemporary English composers, but a revival of his 

music in nineteenth-century England had a greater impact on the plagal-amen tradition. With his 

historical title as the father of English cathedral music, Tallis was favored by those leading the 

Oxford Movement. Because of this, the simple IV-I cadence chosen by Tallis to set the text amen 

attained a much greater significance in the history of Western music.  

 

Whitfield, James 

Jazz Before It Was Jazz: Music Pedagogy and Learning in New Orleans, 1885-1915 

This paper relates the results of sabbatical research on how New Orleans musicians acquired 

some of their professional skills during the formative years of jazz. Tradition would have us 

believe that few of the early jazz musicians could read music; therefore music was learned by 

rote or improvised. Furthermore, as the story goes, few instrumentalists were even interested in 

learning to read music. The facts, however, reveal that some false assumptions and outright 

mistruths have been perpetuated for a variety of reasons. 

 

Evidence confirms that whether African-American, Creole of Color, or second generation 

American of Sicilian, German, or Caribbean ancestry, many musicians in New Orleans could, 

and did, read music. Music reading skills were an avenue to better and higher paying jobs. 

Musicians learned to read through private teachers, family members, public and private schools, 

universities, and colleagues.  

 



The 1912 New Orleans city directory listed the names and addresses of 219 music teachers. 

Notable teachers of jazz musicians included James Humphrey, Fess Manetta, Lorenzio Tio, Sr., 

Luis (“Papa”) Tio, Manuel Perez, William Nicherson, Arnold Metoyer, W.H. Young, Paul 

Chaligny, and A.P. Williams. Many utilized conservatory methods such as solfege and European 

method books in their teaching. Despite sometimes formidable obstacles, young musicians 

proved that personal desire and effort were the most important commodities necessary in 

acquiring music skills.  

 

Wiley, Adrienne 

Defining the Rahbee Sound: The Phantasie Variations, Op. 12 by Dianne Goolkasian 

Rahbee 

The piano music of Dianne Goolkasian Rahbee (b. 1938) is becoming increasingly well-known 

throughout the states and European continent. A first generation American of Armenian descent, 

she was raised and trained as a pianist in the United States. It was not until mid-way through her 

career as a performer and teacher that she turned to composition. Here she developed a style and 

sound that has become what I call the “Rahbee sound.”  

 

Goolkasian’s compositional output is mainly for piano since that is her primary instrument. She 

is, and has, been concerned with writing educational piano works for the early to later 

intermediate piano student. There are also, however, several collections written primarily for 

advanced concert pianists, the Phantasie Variations being one of them. In this set, Rahbee uses 

two twelve-tone rows and constructs the variations using the full rows, partial rows, inversions, 

and in retrograde. In addition, the “Rahbee sound,” using primarily intervals of 4ths and 7ths, 

adds complexity to this work to uncover the real tone rows. 

 

The Phantasie Variations are an excellent work for the modern-day college-level pianist. This 

lecture-recital will discuss and expose the tone rows and its variants, expand upon the “Rahbee 

sound,” and provide insight for a musical performance of this piece. A performance of the work 

will conclude the presentation.  

 

Wilson, Jacqueline M. 

Recent Commissions for Reed Trio 

The program will present three recent commissions for reed trio (oboe, clarinet, and bassoon):  

Voyage for oboe, clarinet and bassoon (2016) by Taiwanese composer Chia-Yu Hsu 

I. Paris: Gai 

II. Berlin: Rules rule 

III. Stockholm: Islands in the sea 

IV. Helsinki: All about Sibelius 

V. London: Bagpipe time  

 

“Like many of my compositions which derive inspirations from different materials, such as 

poems, myths, and images, Voyage is a musical blog that reflects to the trip I took this summer in 

Europe. In each movement, different elements from that particular culture are employed. These 

elements include music, atmosphere, scenery, and living style. As my interest continues to focus 

on the fusion of styles in East and Western music, this work expands this scope to encompass 

more styles, including the incorporation of music or ideas from different cultures.”  



An Incomplete Story (2015) by American composer Brian van Winkle is a single-movement 

work comprised of multiple contrasting sections. This piece employs many compositional 

devices favored by the composer including jazz references, extensive use of mixed meter and 

hemiola, as well as the juxtaposition of extreme registers between the instruments to create 

unique timbres. Each of these operates within the piece in the context of a melodically-oriented 

aesthetic.  

 

Woolsey, Katherine E. 

The Electronic Oboe 

Electronic music for oboe is a diverse and exciting medium. Interest in commissioning and 

composing these works has increased over the last several years. With the number of sounds and 

methods available to composers and performers, the possibilities for electroacoustic oboe 

compositions are practically endless. Many performers, however, are intimidated by the 

components used to execute these works. In an effort to expose more audiences to this genre, this 

recital will present new works for oboe and electronics commissioned by the performer. These 

works incorporate both fixed media and live electronic components, and contribute to a growing 

repertoire of works designed to provide unique opportunities for oboists in contemporary music 

performance. 

 

 


